New techniques for three-dimensional data analysis in histopathology.
This paper describes two three-dimensional (3D) analytical techniques based on 3D mathematical morphology that have been found useful in quantifying the 3D spatial distribution of S-phase cells in a tubular tumor of the human breast. One technique is based on determining the normalized radial distribution of the S-phase cells with respect to the central axis of the tumor. The other technique is a novel extension of the polyhedra of Voronoi to quantify the distribution. The Voronoi polyhedron of a given S-phase cell nucleus is that polyhedron of minimal volume defined by planes all of which are perpendicular bisectors of the vectors extending from the given cell to all other S-phase cells in the tumor. Methods are demonstrated for generating these polyhedra and for histogramming their volumes. An illustration is given of using the histogram to sort the S-phase cells according to their 3D positional relationships. Displays showing the sorted cells in 3D and their associated Voronoi polyhedra are provided.